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[1] Satellite observations of the magnetospheric boundary

(magnetopause and boundary layer) show it to be a very dynamic

place, in part due to boundary motion. We present a straightforward

technique for identifying boundary motion and for recovering

magnetopause and boundary layer structure in a reference frame

that comoves with the boundary, that is, a frame in which it is at a

standstill. INDEX TERMS: 2724 Magnetospheric Physics:

Magnetopause, cusp, and boundary layers; 2784 Magnetospheric

Physics: Solar wind/magnetosphere interactions; 7811 Space

Plasma Physics: Discontinuities

1. Introduction

[2] The boundary of the Earth’s magnetosphere consists of the
magnetopause (MP) and the boundary layer (BL). Satellite obser-
vations of the MP/BL are difficult to interpret because of the time
variability of plasma and field observations near the boundary.
Understanding this variability is essential, since most processes of
mass and energy transfer across the boundary are dynamic. The
signatures of such processes are obscured by boundary motion:
The boundary frantically moves in- and outward in response to
solar wind pressure variations [Song et al., 1988; Sibeck et al.,
1991] or as a consequence of surface instabilities [Sckopke et al.,
1981; Kivelson and Chen, 1995]. This radial motion can be quite
fast, up to 80 km s�1 or more [Berchem and Russell, 1982; Bauer
et al., 2000].
[3] In this paper we develop a straightforward method to deal

with boundary motion. We simultaneously determine (1) MP/BL
position as a function of time and (2) the spatial structure of the
plasma and field transitions in a frame fixed to the boundary. In
section 2 we introduce the underlying model. Section 3 focuses on
the technique used to recover boundary position and the transition
profiles. In section 4 we present an example. We conclude with a
brief discussion.

2. Model

[4] The MP/BL oscillates in response to changes in solar wind
pressure. This oscillatory motion implies nonzero acceleration
and thus, in principle, precludes an understanding of the boun-
dary in terms of a moving equilibrium structure. In practice,
however, the equilibrium does not strongly change while the
boundary is moving. For instance, taking the magnetic field near
the MP/BL to be just the dipole field, a MP/BL at a standoff
distance of xMP/BL = 10 RE moves earthward over dx = �1000 km
for a change in total pressure of only dptot/ptot � �6dx/xMP/BL

(1 + bMP/BL) = 5% (taking bMP/BL � 1 and neglecting its
variation). The boundary therefore is never at rest: Solar wind
pressure fluctuations of that magnitude are always present. Larger
pressure changes do significantly affect boundary structure; the
MP/BL then moves over substantially larger distances. Cases
where boundary motion was gentle enough so as to lead to an

essentially rigid structure moving back and forth have been
reported before [Hubert et al., 1998].
[5] We assume that the MP/BL can be modeled as a tangential

discontinuity (TD). Given a time sequence of magnetic field
observations Bi = B(ti), the instantaneous orientation of the TD
surface is determined by the local normal ni = Bi � (Bi+1 �
Bi�1)/||Bi � (Bi+1 � Bi�1)||. In the boundary crossings we have
looked at, minimum variance analysis of n reveals that there is
one particular direction in which n almost doesn’t change (often
the geomagnetic field direction), which we will label z, while n
remains essentially in the plane perpendicular to it (the xy plane):
The shape of the TD can be described by a curve in the xy plane
that may change with time. We limit the discussion to the
situation where n is essentially constant (after filtering out high
frequency noise). The boundary can then be modeled as a planar
TD (a wavy surface in the long wavelength limit) in which the
field and plasma parameters only depend on the x coordinate,
perpendicular to the TD. We now introduce a reference frame
XYZ, oriented just like xyz, but fixed to the MP/BL, which we
consider to move as a rigid structure. Suppose the MP/BL
position x̂ as a function of time is known. Measurements made
by a spacecraft at xsc in the xyz frame then correspond to a
position Xsc(t) = xsc(t) � x̂(t) in the comoving XYZ frame. We can
construct an estimate for x̂: In a rigidly moving structure the
locally measured plasma velocity vobsx is the boundary velocity.
A proxy for MP/BL position then is

x̂obs tð Þ ¼
Z t

t0

vobs x t0ð Þdt0 þ x sc t0ð Þ:

To be precise, x̂obs is the position of the magnetic surface (a plane
defined by X = ct) on which the spacecraft was located at a
reference time t0. As MP/BL motion can be highly oscillatory,
vobsx must be known with adequate time resolution to allow
accurate tracking of x̂obs(t). As t and t0 are farther apart the
uncertainty on the position due to the observational errors dvobsx
grows so that the relative accuracy on x̂obs decreases. For
instance, a small systematic error of only 1 km s�1 adds up to
a position error of 1/2 RE after integrating over an hour. The idea
of using the locally measured plasma velocity to track MP/BL
position is not new [Paschmann et al., 1990; Phan and Pasch-
mann, 1996].
[6] We introduce the model MP/BL position profile x̂model(t),

which we represent by a piecewise linear spline whose nodes are
the plasma velocity sampling times ti and which is defined by its
values x̂modeli at the nodes. The model boundary velocity is denoted
by v̂model = dx̂model/dt. We adopt a magnetostatic model of the MP/
BL that incorporates a smooth transition between the magneto-
sheath and magnetospheric plasmas and a rotation of the tangential
magnetic field. We define transition functions with halfwidth d
centered at X0,

f	 X ; X0; dð Þ ¼ 1

2
1 	 tanh

X � X0

d

� �
;

where f� + f+ = 1. Let fp±(X ) = f±(X; X0p, dp) and fb±(X ) = f±(X;
X0b, db) represent the transitions in plasma density and magnetic
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Figure 1. Observed magnetic field, velocity, density, and temperature (left) recorded by AMPTE/IRM during part of its dawn flank
magnetospheric boundary crossing on December 6, 1984, as well as their reconstructed values (right). The reconstructed boundary
position is shown in the top right plot.
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field orientation. Density, ion and electron temperature, and veloc-
ity are given by

nmodel ¼ nLfp� þ nRfpþ;

T	
model ¼ T	

L nLfp� þ T	
R nRfpþ

� ��
nmodel;

vmodelX ¼ vmodel x � v̂model x ¼ 0;

vmodelY ¼ vmodel y ¼ vyL nLfp� þ vyR nRfpþ
� ��

nmodel;

vmodelZ ¼ vmodel z ¼ vzL nLfp� þ vzR nRfpþ
� ��

nmodel;

where nL, nR, TL
±, TR

±, vyL, vyR, vzL, vzR are constant model
parameters. The densities that would be detected by ion and
electron instruments are

n	model ¼ nmodel

�
a	;

the constants a± account for density calibration differences. The
magnetic field is modeled by

qmodel ¼ qLfb� þ qRfbþ;

B2
model ¼ 2m0 ptot � nmodelkB Tþ

model þ T�
model

� �� �
;

BmodelX ¼ Bmodel x ¼ 0;

BmodelY ¼ Bmodel y ¼ Bmodel cos qmodel

BmodelZ ¼ Bmodel z ¼ Bmodel sin qmodel;

with kB Boltzmann’s constant and m0 the vacuum magnetic perme-
ability, and where ptot, qL, and qR are model parameters. This model
reflects typical MP/BL structure [Phan and Paschmann, 1996].

3. Method

[7] Consider the observables q = [x̂, Bx, By, Bz, vx, vy, vz, log n
±,

log T ± ]. For these observables, we have model values qmodel and
observations qobs with error bars dqobs. By matching both, that is,
by minimizing

G2 ¼
X
q

w2
q

X
i

qobs xsc tið Þð Þ � qmodel Xsc tið Þð Þ
dqobs xsc tið Þð Þ

� �2

> 0;

we determine the model parameters and the changing MP/BL
position. This is a least-squares optimization problem. The outer
sum is over each observable q. The quantities wq

2 > 0 are given
weight factors. The inner sum runs over all observation points. We
interpolate all observations onto the plasma velocity time sampling
ti since these measurements inherently limit the precision of Xsc(ti).
Each inner sum measures the deviation between data and model,
relative to the uncertainty on the data.
[8] Minimizing G2 to determine x̂modeli and the model param-

eters pk is a nonlinear problem. The requirements @G2/@x̂modeli = 0
are nonlinear, but each requirement involves only terms in the
expression for G2 for time ti, so that they all are mutually
independent (but they do depend on the model parameters pk).
The requirements @G2/@pk = 0 result in a linear system for only a
subset of the parameters, namely for vyL, vyR, vzL, and vzR:

P
i m

2
iL

P
i miL miLP

i miL miR
P

i m
2
iR

� �
v y;zf gR
v y;zf gL

� �
¼

P
i
miLv y;zf giP

i
miRv y;zf gi

� �
;

where mi{L,R} = n{L,R}fp{�,+}(Xi)/n(Xi) @vi. The equations @G
2/@a±

are nonlinear but explicitly solvable:

loga	 ¼
P

i log n Xið Þ � log n	i
� ��

d log n	i
� �2

P
i 1

.
dlog n	ið Þ2

:

We exploit the structure of the problem to facilitate the optimiza-
tion. We use a simple but robust scheme to explore the subspace of
variables X0p, dp, nL, nR, TL

±, TR
±, ptot, X0b, db, qL, and qR, as well as

all the x̂modeli, while the above equations are used to obtain the
corresponding optimal values for vyL, vyR, vzL, vzR, and a±. The
optimization is stopped when the parameters are known up to a
prescribed accuracy; we typically require 6 significant digits. Once
we have established the parameter values, we compare the observed
time profiles qobs(xsc(t)) with the reconstructed ones qmodel (Xsc(t))
to assess the quality of the fit. We can also compare the observations
[Xsc(t), qobs(Xsc(t))] and the model [X, qmodel (X )] in the XYZ frame.

4. Results

[9] We illustrate the method for an Active Magnetospheric
Particle Tracer Explorer/Ion Release Module (AMPTE/IRM) out-
bound dawnside MP/BL crossing on December 6, 1984, near 0700
local time. We use 5 second resolution data from the three-dimen-
sional plasma electrostatic analyzer [Paschmann et al., 1985] and
from the fluxgate magnetometer [Lühr et al., 1985]. This crossing
represents a tough test case, with more than 20 large amplitude
density/temperature variations in quick succession in 2 hours time.
We have selected the 0800 to 0845 UT subinterval, which contains
10 of these variations. Changes in plasma properties are coincident
with partial or full transitions from the geomagnetic to the magneto-
sheath magnetic field. For this time interval, we compute the
minimum variance frame based on n (x0, y0, and z are the maximum,
intermediate, and minimum variance directions, respectively) and
further rotate over 26� in the x0y0 plane to obtain the xyz frame, in
which x is the average outward normal to the MP/BL (the angle is
chosen such that the method works best). The resulting frame is
x = [0.602, �0.797, 0.050], y = [0.643, 0.521, 0.561], z = [�0.471,
�0.305, 0.826] (in GSE coordinates). We then fit the model to the
observations, guided by absolute errors d x̂ = 0.05 RE, dB = 1 nT, and
dv = 20 km s�1, and relative errors dn± = 5% and dT ± = 5%. Weight

w2
x̂ is chosen to be 5, while the other weights are unity. The top right

plot in Figure 1 shows the reconstructed position of the MP/BL as a
function of time (reference x̂ = 0 was chosen arbitrarily; the
magnetosheath is to the top, the magnetosphere to the bottom).
The dot-dashed straight line is the satellite track. Solid lines delineate
the field rotation at the MP (X0b ± db, �0.2 RE thick), while dotted
lines indicate the BL (�1 RE thick, between X0p + dp and X0p � 3dp,
reflecting the changes in the logarithms of density and temperature),
which is found to be located earthward of the MP but adjacent to it,
as expected. MP/BL position fluctuates over ±1 RE, in agreement
with earlier observations [Song et al., 1988]. The other plots in
Figure 1 show the observations (left column) and their reconstructed
version using the model profiles and using the reconstructed MP/BL
position (right column). The agreement is quite good but not perfect.
There is a difference, for instance, for the partial Bz reversal and the
density changes near 0827 UT. This is due to the very rapid normal
velocities, in excess of 400 km s�1, recorded near 0824UT. Together
with the limited time resolution, such rapid fluctuations make
tracking of MP/BL position inherently difficult. Nevertheless, in
this case it is clear that the observed transients are intimitely related
to boundary motion. This interpretation of transients is compatible
with two-point measurements of MP/BL structure [Sibeck et al.,
2000]. We checked that the pressure balance assumption holds up
well in this example. We do expect some deviations to come from
surface curvature; if the observed quasi-periodic structures are
waves (period� 100 s), convecting tailward with the magnetosheath
velocity (200 km s�1), the wavelengths exceed 3RE, so that the long-
wavelength approximation is reasonable.

5. Discussion

[10] We have examined to what extent MP/BL observations
can be interpreted in terms of a one-dimensional quasi-static
equilibrium moving back and forth. We have done so by propos-
ing spatial profiles across the MP/BL for all plasma and field
characteristics and by using the local plasma velocity to track
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boundary motion, and then solving a nonlinear optimization
problem. The model simultaneously matches the magnetic field
and plasma observations. An important aspect is that we treat the
changing MP/BL position itself as a profile that is guided by
observation, but fitted during the optimization. The degree of
correspondence between fit and observations depends on the
associated weight, which reflects the limited confidence we have
in the plasma velocity observations and their ability to track
boundary position, especially when the velocities are large and
strongly variable.
[11] We have found that MP/BL motion can explain the

observed time variability during a number of crossings. In those
cases the quality of the result serves as an a posteriori justification of
the static one-dimensional model. As a bonus, we obtain reasonable
magnetopause current layer and boundary layer thickness estimates
[Phan and Paschmann, 1996] without the need for multi-satellite
observations [Berchem and Russell, 1982; Bauer et al., 2000].
[12] The proposed model has several limitations: (1) It imposes

a specific and simple form of the transition profiles, while in reality
these might be more complicated (non-monotonous, multiple
length scales, . . .). The model can be readily extended to allow a
larger variety of transition profiles, at the expense of increasing the
number of parameters. (2) Problems arise when the MP/BL motion
is not well reconstructed, for instance, when the velocity data time
resolution is insufficient; a sampling rate of 0.1 Hz seems to be the
minimum. (3) When there are short-wavelength surface waves on
the boundary, a one-dimensional model is no longer appropriate; in
such cases it is not trivial to relate the local plasma velocity to the
motion of the boundary. (4) Rapid large-amplitude boundary
motion may affect boundary structure, so that the use of a quasi-
static equilibrium model is not justified. For instance, the model
discussed here assumes boundary layer thickness to remain con-
stant, which may not be true. (5) An underlying hypothesis is that
the boundary position can be described by a single-valued function
x̂(t). This is not true in the final stages of the nonlinear steepening
of large-amplitude surface waves [Otto and Fairfield, 2000] or
when isolated magnetosheath plasma entities exist in the magneto-
sphere [Lemaire and Roth, 1991].
[13] Deviations from the static one-dimensional model indicate

whether there are interesting physical phenomena going on. In
such cases, it is especially rewarding to analyze multiple satellite
observations. The techniques described in this paper can be
generalized by including data from all the satellites in the opti-
mization process. Another possibility is to determine position and
structure of the MP/BL using data from one satellite, and to predict
what the other satellites would see. Initial tests with Cluster data
seem promising; we hope to report on this work in the near future.
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